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ROAR Racing
New electric chassis rule - After careful consideration, the ROAR Committee has
approved some new wording to clarify acceptable chassis configurations for
electric racing after the release of a number of "short" battery packs. These
packs are generally shorter than maximum length, which are completely legal,
given that the rules only specify maximum dimensions for the battery packs. The
risk, however, is that a chassis might be built around a short pack, which would
be a very negative development in the opinion of the Executive committee.
While some members of the electric committee preferred a different approach,
it was the judgment of the Electric Section Chair and by a unanimous vote of the
Executive Committee, that it would be more prudent to clarify this rule before it
becomes an issue. Waiting until one or a few chassis are configured in such a
manner would not be in the best interests of members who invest in these
products, the manufacturers that make them, or retailers. In short, it would not
be a benefit to anyone. It's the position of the Executive Committee that it
would be a costly and unpopular decision for all involved, to wait until after
everyone has an investment in a chassis configuration that would ultimately be
deemed not legal.

The intent of the rule is to prevent any chassis from being developed that will
only fit a short battery pack. Such a development would exclude the racing
public from being able to use the vast majority of ROAR and IFMAR legal
battery packs. In addition to reducing the member's choices of battery, any
supply issue with a special size battery may preclude the members from being
able to compete until the supply issues are remedied. When weighed against all
outcomes, the ROAR committee decided that action ahead of any developments
is the most logical and rational choice. Please refer to the wording of the rule
below for the specifics, and thank you for your continued support of RC racing.

____________________________________________

Rule 8.2.3
All chassis in all electric classes (except those specifically noted) MUST accept
batteries up to the maximum dimensions allowed for its application. The legality
of a chassis will be determined as presented to technical inspection. Chassis
that require a configuration change, and/or a modification to fit a battery of
maximum dimensions will not be considered legal, and the racer will be
disqualified. Foam blocks/spacers are permitted to secure any size battery in its
position, but the aforementioned spacers may never be attached to the chassis.
The only exception is 1/8 off-road where it's common to use two battery packs
to achieve the maximum 4S configuration, or to use a single 4S battery, which
has a different specification. Only under these circumstances will the fitting of
either configuration be considered legal, but the production chassis must still
conform to batteries of the maximum allowable dimensions.
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Brent Thielke The way I interpret this means that the 22 is not
ROAR legal in it's mid-motor configuration. Nor is the C4.1 (B4.1
mid motor conversion from CML) since they both take saddle
packs. But maybe the 22 can take a full stick pack if the receiver is
moved?
Saturday at 3:05am · Like · 

Paul Sinclair The issue Brent mentions would affect nearly every
4wd buggy as well, wouldn't it? They certainly can't fit stick packs,
which is the maximum battery dimensions allowed for the class.

That said, 2S stick and saddle packs actually list the same
dimensions in the rules; saddle pack length is just measured when
placed end to end. So I'm not sure how that affects the
interpretation?
Saturday at 3:49am · Like · 

ROAR Racing I believe the rule as written takes this into
account. A car that's designed to accommodate a "stick" pack,
needs to fit a stick pack up to the maximum dimension. A car
that's designed to fit a saddle pack, must fit a saddle pack up to
the maximum dimension. This rule doesn't limit all cars to use of a
stick pack only. The rulebook allows for both saddle packs and
stick packs, which means the wording applies equally to both.
Hopefully that makes sense.
Saturday at 4:29am · Like

Bill DeRuiter WTF?!?!?!
Saturday at 6:48am · Like

Scott Sautter Sub C's and 24-degree stock/spec still race in
nostalgia classes, at the discretion of an individual/sanctioned
club.
Saturday at 10:18am · Like

Scott Sautter So, any given chassis simply needs to
accommodate the larger high-capacity NiMH cells, and not just the
older/smaller SCR cells?
Saturday at 10:21am · Like

ROAR Racing Bill, I like to encourage an open dialog on this
page, but posts like that serve no purpose. If anything is unclear,
please just ask and I'll do my best to explain.

Scott, ROAR no longer has rules related to Ni-MH cells (it's still in
the rulebook, but being removed) because there's essentially no
more development in that area, and they're not typically used in
competition anymore. They can still be used at the local level of
course, but this rule relates to LiPo batteries.

This rule changes nothing. It simply prevents developments in
chassis design that require a smaller battery, limiting the racer to
ONE size of battery that is non-standard. It's to protect the racer
against getting stuck with having a car that will only fit ONE size
and brand of battery.
Saturday at 10:57am · Like · 

Brent Thielke So bottom line, does the 22 in mid-motor
configuration meet the rule as written. I say no. It "requires a
configuration change and/or a modification to fit a battery of
maximum dimensions."
Saturday at 11:33am · Like

Brad Krans Is there a supply problem with that size battery? It
seems like most battery companies have that shorty packs
available, or in development. They don't give an advantage, just an
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Nick Myszkowski I like the fact that you are removing NIMH
rules from the rule book....but I can only hope that you will take
that idea and run with it....there are a lot more rules that need to
be removed as well in an effort to make the rule book easier to
understand for everyone
Saturday at 1:23pm · Like

Erich Shadynasty Reichert Not sure what the dimension is for
max length but does this cut out any in production cars that may
not leave a lot of extra room to slide the battery forward. What I
mean, and Brent I only say this as an example and not to imply
that your car isn't long enough or anything, but say the B4 is just
long enough for a normal pack and a small amount of foam but not
as long as the legal dimension, does that mean I can no longer run
a B4? Again I don't mean to imply a B4 is this way, just had to put
a name in for example sake.
Saturday at 1:29pm · Like

Erich Shadynasty Reichert And what about 1/8 e buggy
Saturday at 1:30pm · Like

ROAR Racing Brent, I'll have to look into it further, but if a
standard pack doesn't fit, then no, it won't be legal.

Brad, the current supply isn't the issue - the rule is intended to
prevent custom batteries for every car. Standards exist to let all
members know that, if they buy a car, that any approved battery
will fit. Imagine if there were no standard battery size and every
car was made to fit a different battery size. Hobby dealers would
have to stock 10 times the number of batteries just be sure they
have all the varieties covered. Its the same reason we have other
standards for wheels, tires, bodies, and other accessories. A
certainly level of standardization ensures cost efficiency and a far
greater level of availability, all of which benefit the racers. The
rules allow for plenty of creative design, and the 22 itself is a
testament to that. It's the first of its kind to push the wheelbase
to the limits, and it's perfectly acceptable within the rules. But,
there needs to be standards to ensure that the commodities we
use in and on our race cars, are able to be used across the
spectrum of cars used in competition. This is just another step to
ensure that range of options for the racers.
Saturday at 1:39pm · Like

ROAR Racing Nick, we're doing some housekeeping in the
rulebook to remove rules that relate to expired technology. Among
other things, we're also removing the rules for brushed motors.
They'll still stand as a reference for clubs that continue to use
them, but it won't be part of the regular rulebook because they're
not used in ROAR National competition.
Saturday at 1:42pm · Like

Brad Krans Thank you, but then should ROAR not approve the
battery, not the car design that was developed around approved
ROAR batteries?
Saturday at 1:43pm · Like

ROAR Racing Brad, I understand your point. The battery size
rule, however, doesn't have a minimum dimension, only a
maximum. So when they were presented for approval, the choice
is to not allow them even though the rules technically do, or simply
approve them and try to get ahead of the next step, which is to
build the cars around a custom size battery. It wouldn't be a good
development.
Saturday at 1:59pm · Like
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already approved than to get into the engineering side of chassis
design. There might be companies out there designing cars with
the current approved battery configurations.
None of this affects me in any way, but more of being a devils
advocate on the issue. Racing needs to grow, and has been
tremendously. With new people investing in new companies all the
time, I think the sanctioning bodies need to address that. Stick by
rules and not change them in the middle of the game. I really don't
think shorty batteries is the problem, nor will be.
Saturday at 2:15pm · Like · 

Scott Sautter I disagree....
Panasonic and Sanyo were and are the only major manufacturers
of NiMH and NiCad batteries, which made it easy for a sanctioning
body to set the dimensions of a battery. Unfortunately, a myriad of
Chinese clones and reverse-engineered products are distributed
through the current Lithium/brushless marketplace, making it
nearly impossible to set dimensions on any pack. IFMAR and
ROAR are wise to work with the chassis manufacturers, instead.
Saturday at 3:13pm · Like

ROAR Racing Brad, while I respect your opinion, I disagree on a
couple of your points. Setting standards to ensure that the
components we use in our cars will actually fit the cars, is always
a good thing. This rule ensures that the current standard remains
the same, and that the batteries you currently own, will fit any car.
The affect is the exact opposite of your assumption that anything
is "changing in the middle of the game." This ensures that there
are NOT changes away from the standards already set, which will
keep costs down and ensure continued growth. I've been in the
hobby for 32 years and the RC business for 28 years. I'll never
claim to be an expert or to know more than anyone, but I've made
quite a few observations along the way. Whenever manufacturers
have drifted away from established standards, it's ALWAYS been
detrimental to the class, and more costly for the enthusiasts. If
battery technology changes and smaller packs start providing the
power needed to compete, then there's always a chance to revisit
the rules and set a new, smaller standard. But for now, this is the
standard, and the rule only ensure that it stays that way until
there's ample evidence that it needs to be changed.
Saturday at 3:50pm · Like

Brad Krans I hope it works and the ROAR Nationals gain their
prestige back to how it was and keep the support they need.
Saturday at 3:56pm · Like

Sam Anderson So I take it due to the "Chassis that require a
configuration change" portion of this new ruling, the 22 running
rear motor using a shorty pack must run the front battery retainer
in a position that allows a full stick pack to fit and use foam blocks
to prevent movement of the battery? Seems like this could be a
safety issue considering the 22's battery retention straps.
39 minutes ago · Like

Frank Root The 22 mid motor does fit a standard LiPo size, a
saddle pack at maximum dimensions. The 22 rear motor also fits a
standard LiPo size, a full "stick LiPo" at maximum dimensions. I
would deem this as they are both legal, based on my
interpretation of the ruling; am I correct?
25 minutes ago · Like
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